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New interactive exhibit takes over Coconino Center for the Arts.

Tranquil moments of classical piano drift from a small boombox over the periodic din of buzzing 
power drills. From methodical installation to the flourish of works entering the Coconino Center for the 
Arts’ main gallery, each facet represents a shift in the way local art appreciators experience creativity.

With the opening of “Breaking the Barrier,” organizers and participants are confident visitors will relish 
the experiential sights, smells and sounds entering the main gallery. After all, this is finally a time to 
touch the art.

“Breaking the Barrier” opens at the Coconino Center for the Arts with a reception Saturday, April 8 
from 6-8 p.m. and runs through May 27. To learn more, call 779-2300 or visit FlagArtsCouncil.org.

The innovative local exhibition was born of brainstorming sessions between Arts Council Creative 
Director Travis Iurato and Executive Director John Tannous.

“[Tannous] couldn’t recall a show in recent history that dealt with interactivity exclusively,” Iurato re-
membered.

The Artist Advisory Board took to Iurato’s first-ever conception for the Center, but still wasn’t sure the 
team could pull it off even with an open call to artists — compounding his initial anxiety.

“If you do an open-call show for black and white photography, you have an idea of what you’re going 
to get. But with interactive art, that could be anything,” Iurato said. “The mystery was intense, and like 
I said, kept me awake at night wondering how this was all going to work.”

So he relayed the call to personal connections within the greater arts community, dialing in pieces 
from Jerome to Miami, San Francisco to New York City.

The results, he said, are unlike anything ever put together in Flagstaff before.

The local community rallied, too. Viola-winning conceptual artist Shawn Skabelund, Deb Strong 
Napple and Frederica Hall, among others, explore climate change and identity throughout their barri-



er-shattering pieces.

Sculpture artist Ben Craigie’s “Push Pull” — a mixed-media sculpture formed of pit-fired ceramics, 
wood, rusty found objects and fashion magazine clippings — dissects the demands of patriarchal 
society that spur body image issues.

The lanky, metallic sculpture is the latest iteration of a series that began when Craigie cast the nude 
torsos of 75 women at his Doney Park studio — and anywhere else he could carry plaster and cloth 
materials. The entire casting process took minutes per model, but the fruits have been long-lasting.

“Wood butcher” is a term the NAU student-artist prefers; one that embodies his tendency to eschew 
precision for “quick and dirty” assemblage. Also an accomplished welder and builder, he secured 
hand-attached cams that slide the statue’s pit-fired ceramic collar bone, breasts and stomach back 
and forth with a hand-operated crank.

“This piece kind of demands that two people use it because if somebody’s cranking, you can’t see the 
front,” Craigie explained. “That kind of makes it a conversation; something where you’re here with a 
friend or it brings that more into the forefront where hopefully some words get said about it.”

Iurato noted that when submissions started to arrive, they were surprising, delightful and at times 
bizarre.

“I would say that every piece is unique in its interactivity, materials, philosophy and aesthetic,” he 
added, noting he and fellow juror Russ Pryba gravitated toward the strongest visually and physically 
engaging pieces.

The goal, he said, is to fill the gallery with all manner of sculpture and 2-D work that will continually 
catch viewers off-guard and make them question exactly what it is they’re experiencing. Some pieces 
will make a lot of noise, he added, describing some video works, performances and others that ask 
the viewer to perform.

“There are works with pieces you can take away with you, and even works that ask you to break them 
in order to experience them,” Iurato noted.

All of this plays into the show’s title: Where the works break the barrier and propel art experiences 
into new realms of possibility, he said, for viewers and for future exhibitions in the region.

Craigie cited one study that showed museum spectators are only viewing each piece, on average, 
for three seconds. As the gears of “Push Pull” crank, splattering grease amid the torso and shattered 
breast plates the more it’s used, he hopes so, too, will dialogue.

“I want artists and non-artists alike to come out with a new perspective on the possibilities of what art 
can do,” Iurato added. “I want us to get out of the same old ritual of experiencing artworks and pres-
ent an exhibit that shakes the dust off of art exhibits.


